Abstract
Introduction
The notion of innocent strategy introduced in [16] and independently in [30] supports a notion of game with pointers with widespread applications. The first application of this form of game semantics to PCF was quickly followed by others: to recursive types [24] , to store at ground type [3] , to general store [4] , to control [20] , to nondeterminism [13] and to polymorphism [14] . Since then the range of applications has broadened further. There has been much work and some spectacular success in model checking and verification [2, 29, 31, 32] . The special topic of type isomorphism is treated in [21] , while [1] gives a model of a -calculus with names. There have also been theoretical developments. For a recent close analysis of aspects of pointers which we do not cover here see [12] .
The fact that innocent strategies compose is naturally essential to the many applications, but this fact is not at all trivial. In the main authors tacitly rely on the original proof in [16] or else on its reworking in [25] . Some writers purport to avoid the issue by appeal to a full abstraction result; but such a reliance on the compositionality of a corresponding syntax dilutes the interest of their semantic analysis. In this paper we revisit the definition of innocent strategy from a new point of view. We use categorical ideas both in the large to construct the category ¡ £ ¢ ¤ ¢ of games and innocent strategies, and in the small to control the combinatorics justifying this construction.
Our aim is to derive the original notion of innocent strategy together with its basic properties from structure on a primitive category ¥ of games. We do not consider linear notions of innocence. One such is the basis for Ludics [11] (see [10] for an explanation in more standard game theoretic terms). Linear innocence is independently the subject of ongoing research. There is an abstract treatment of it in terms of homotopies [26] , but we do not make any connection with that here.
The idea of innocence does not appear in our initial category ¥ , and the definition and the elementary properties of that category are familiar and intuitive. We give a fresh treatment in Section 3 for completeness and also to stress the combinatorial content of the category. The novelties are largely a matter of style and presentation.
Our construction of the category ¡ £ ¢ ¤ ¢ of games and innocent strategies involves more sophisticated categorical structure in particular a distributive law. For experts we note that the maps of ¡ £ ¢ ¤ ¢ appear essentially as view functions.
It is the distributive law which carries out the painful task of defining directly the composition of view functions. We maintain that one gets a good understanding of the necessary combinatorics of pointers if one sees it as justifying the relevant structure on ¥ . We sketch the combinatorial details in Section 4. We start however by explaining the construction of ¡ £ ¢ ¤ ¢ in the abstract.
Categorical Analysis
The notion of a distributive law is due to Jon Beck [6] . Though it did not feature in Mac Lane's classic text [23] it is by now well established. An accessible concrete account in the general context of monad theory is given in [5] . An early abstract perspective is contained in [34] .
In this paper we need the perhaps less familiar notion of a distributive law have no right to compose. The natural transformation negotiates that difficulty. But even then the definition of composition does not look associative, and it is exactly the coherence conditions which are used to establish associativity and the unit laws for composition.
Definition 1 A distributive law of a comonad
We are now in a position to outline our account of innocent strategies. We start with a symmetric monoidal closed category (see [23] for this notion) ¥ of games. This is the simple category of the expository article [15] . ¥ has products, and we equip it with a linear exponential comonad
making it a model of Intuitionistic Linear Logic (ILL). (For category theoretic background in this area see [7, 8, 27] .) The comonad we need is not the simple one of [15] , but another manifest possibility. (However we are perhaps sketching the details at this level for the first time.)
Next we give an evident monad
related to the comonad. Then the nub of our analysis is that we shall construct a distributive law of over , and we define the category of games and innocent strategies in terms of it. 
Definition 2
For the function space in
we make use of a further piece of structure. As Proof. Given the previous result this follows readily by the isomorphisms
Our task for the rest of this paper is to justify these simple arguments by showing that our category ¥ has the necessary structure.
Games
Our games, played between P (Player) and O (Opponent), are essentially as in the literature, for example in [15] . Thus informally a game is given by a forest of rooted trees, the roots being the initial moves played by O, and with the players, P and O, thereafter alternating moves. (As a result of the alternation, parity is a basic feature of the combinatorial bookkeeping which follows.) There are good reasons, which we do not go into here, why we do not bother to distinguish positions and moves in this context. Note in any case that the move ± ² S « ª a determines the sequence
of moves or positions which is its history. We call such a sequence a play in . Occasionally we restrict sequences: 
We need a notion of strategy for Player, a P-strategy, in a game . We only consider deterministic strategies and we use the description of them in terms of the collection of 
Intuitively, given an 
in the category ¥ will be given by P-strategies in the linear function space Å d
, which we define in the next section. Our presentation uses some combinatorial category theory, so first we give some combinatorial motivation.
A play in AE d 
, that is a function satisfying We have defined the composition in Ò as the the composition of merges sketched in the Appendix to [18] . This makes it evident that composition is associative with the copy-cat functions
. This is the shape of so-called copy-cat interactions in game semantics. We shall see that all basic structure maps are given by this form of interaction.) There are other approaches. In particular, Ò is related to the category theorists ß , that is the augmented category of all finite ordinals (including É ). There is a concrete discussion of this ß as a strict monoidal category in [23] : in fact it is the free strict monoidal category generated by a monoid. There is a (free) functor . This situation is already considered in [22] . Then Ò is one of the total categories associated with à . (With our preferred conventions it is the lax colimit (see [19] ) of the profunctor
.) Thus the category of schedules Ò is one of the range of small combinatorial categories of fundamental interest in mathematics.
We give a simple description of the linear function space h ae d
.
Definition 6 Let
The strategies in Å d
are the maps B d
in our category ¥ . We give the formal definition. 
As an immediate consequence of the fact that Ò is a category one has the following.
Proposition 3.1 Games and strategies form a category
It is worth noting at once that while the collection of maps in ¥ is complicated and hard to analyse, the collection of isomorphisms is much less so. As one might hope, an isomorphism in ¥ between and d is determined by an isomorphism at the level of their defining diagrams as given in (1) 
We start by exhibiting our category ¥ of simple games as a symmetric monoidal closed category. We already have seen the beginnings of data for a closed structure (for this notion see [9] ) on 
The empty game is evidently a unit for this tensor product, and it is very simple combinatorics to check directly
. Also it is straightforward to define a symmetry for the tensor. This gives the following. 
The additive structure on ¥ is straightforward. Given games We can use a little fine structure. Every game is evidently isomorphic to the product over its initial moves of games with just one initial move; and it is useful to have this decomposition in a standard form. So we note a special case of the construction È d
. There is a game 
We shall only be concerned with functions giving pointers which change parity: that is for which ¡ takes even numbers to odd and vice versa. (The obvious example is the predecessor ¬ .) The heap perspective is so important to us that we shall refer to our most important pointer functions as heaps. for the usual category of posets and order preserving maps. 
Definition 9 A (parity) pointer function
In effect is a game in which O can perform backtracking with repetitions. The definition is as follows. 
We claim that is the functor part of a linear exponential comonad (in the terminology of [17] ). The main issue is the comonad structure as the tight form of Seely's conditions (see [8] ) are easy to check. To understand the situation, we need a concrete understanding of plays in games like and even . Clearly in there must be two pointers corresponding to the two s ; and in fact that together with a sequence from is all the data needed. The issue is the relation between the pointers. Now we give a representation of the plays in 
are easy. So we get the expected result. At this point we have given ¥ the structure of a model for full Intuitionistic Linear Logic. So we stress that we are not here concerned with the usual Kleisli category for this situation.
arises by playing games but now allowing P to backtrack. We shall need an account paralleling that for and we sketch that at once. 
Definition 12
Experts will recognise at once that if they regard as an arena, then strategies in © are essentially view functions. That is, they are representing functions for innocent strategies over in the old terminology of [16] .
, it is exactly these view functions which give the maps in 
Now at last we come to an explanation of the distributive law. We need first to understand plays in the games r © 
We explain the connection with the language of [16] . In the case of r © , the condition . In the standard terminology of [16] , the plays with pointers from the pointer function , and g º 6 g B g d
. Recall that for a schedule ä W a with the same conditions. We now give the final piece of combinatorial information needed to justify the analysis of Section 2. 
Conclusions
We have sketched an approach to the most basic category v x w Q ¢ of pointer games, disciplined by some serious category theory. While our approach is not shorter than the original hands on approach, it is less ad hoc. In particular what we do demystifies the nature of arenas. After all concretely they are themselves games, albeit games which are not that interesting in their own right. In particular we backwards engineer the function space arena as exactly what is required to produce a function space in the Kleisli category.
We have demonstrated that the definition of composition of innocent strategies and the proof that this composition is associative have two components. There is some categorical combinatorics to establish a distributive law and there is the categorical construction of the Kleisli category H " S a . The distributive law is an entirely new feature, not part of Linear Logic.
Establishing the distributive law demands a systematic approach to the elementary combinatorics of pointers, and we use categorical ideas also there. This treatment captures computational ideas in a clean way. For example the contravariant transport of O-heaps by the functor Ê g ã has to do with properties of independence. As such it is related to recent work [28] of Melliès and his student Samuel Mimram in his asynchronous setting.
Overall our approach is an interplay of categorical combinatorics. While we have only given the basic structure of ¡ f ¢ ¤ ¢ , we believe that our treatment extends readily to further structure and related categories of pointer games.
